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This report represents much time spent thinking and planning - and

much too little time spent in class - 20 raeatings.
1, I met twice a week x2.,'om February into tiay, with the 7th grade class
at the Cambridge Friends' School. (There were two long breaks.) The
class was small - 8 boys and 7 girls - the children wire usually thought-

ful and responsive, and the atmosphere for lea.ening was good. I was

helped. substantially by the teacher, Er. Thomas Waring, who has a strong
feeling for the mathematical. point of view

2.

and for the child's.

I learned much mo:ce than I taught, Time ITas short. I used various

approaches and did. not always follow through and reinforce what was done.

I tried deliberately to explore problematic sensitive areas and, not

surprisingly, there was frequent troabie and frustration.
For .example:

a.

They hated. yrwhen they found that "it doesn't come out even".
So much so that they asked at one point to study only rectangles which were not squares in the hope of avoiding

-17:57-

(and its companions.)

b.

They eventually followed the proofs of the Pythagorean

Formula done on the board but they were not at all convinced

it would. re 'ally yield the (correct) answer if they actually

measured the sides of a particular right triangle. (Often
it didn't, because of their errors in measuring and inaccu-

racies in the construction of the triangle.) I think this

is in part a reflection of their lack of confidence in the
"correctness" of.' their reasoning. Sometimes when they seem

to be following a proof they may really be saying "I can't
find. anything wrong with it."

Can such matters be dealt with profitably in grade 7 (or earlier)?

I think so. It seemed. to me that the hardest thing for the children was
that these ideas were very new, unfamiliar, sometimes even startling.
In that case, perhaps the earlier they're presented the better it would
be, so that the long process of fentiliariza.tion (and understanding) can
get going.
"Familiaritty breeds content" - I hope.

3.

Sonlasf....L axf prejudices.

a.

Difficult points which are natural parts of the theory and.
which can be understood by the student should be squarely
faced. Whenever such a point is not going to be adequately

treated that fact should be plainly stated. Gaps, unmotivated assumptions and devices, evasive action (even when

logically legitimate) should be clearly labeled as such.
ba

It is unfortunately easy to make children think that they
know certain things which they plainly do not, and that
certain things are obvious which obviously are not.

It is

notoriously difficult to undo this. This goes on all the time
at all levels of mathematics instruction. In fact, I think

it is ',the rule". (It is attractive because it is comforting
and frequently yields correct answers.) The mishmash made in

treating area is a particularly scande.lous situation.
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c.

Appeals to intuition are extremely valuable in teaching
mathematics and are also extremely abused. Many different
confused under this heading. For

kinds of thinking are
instance,

visually
(i) Some things, especially in geometry, may be
evident: For examples,

If a line crosses one

side,

of a triangle it also crosses

another.

the
Two edges of a triangle form a larger path than

third side.
The circumference

of a circle is

1

about

3

times the length

of the diameter.

(ii)

Sometimes one reasons by analogy.

(iii) Sometimes one generalizes after checking a few special
cases.

Usually (ii) and (iii) are combined.
Mz feeling is that assertions gotten by (ii) or (iii) should
be identified plainly as conjectures or working hypotheses.

The best thing to do with them, when you can, is to verify
them (or disprove them). If you can't, you frequently go
status
ahead anyway and see what follows. But the provisional

of these assertions should be made clear.
I think visually evident things have a different character.
They "feel" true - verified. In a satisfactory discussion
and
only statements of this kind should be taken for granted
(since this is a subjective matter) even these are naturally
open to challenge.

11

4.
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-

Here are four large problematic. areas which need to be developed

in detail and worked into the school mathematics curriculum.

al,

Geometry as physics versu_s geometry as

b.

Proofs mathematical reasoning.

mathematics.

c. A satisfactory treatment of area.
d.

SapproYination)

,Infinite processes

1 11.31 comment briefly on these on the next few pages.
a.

Geometry as physics versus geometry as me.-lematics.

As a rule this relation -

or contrast - is not

discussed.

Perhaps it is considered too sophisticated a matter or too
fuzzy a problem to

be amenable to teachin3.

Maybe.

I don't

know.
Neverthless, it seems that children first experience and understand. geometric objects physically and so, somehow, have to make

the transition to mathematical geometry i.e. - to abstract out
the relevant formal.

Em-rtiee

and relations of the physical

objects,

This is a hard series of steps.

Perhaps the teacher can help.

I tried. I began the first geometry class by posing finding
the Pythagorean. Formula as a physical problem: Find a formula,
in terms of the lengths, of two

that will

adjacent sides of a

rectangle,

edict the result of measuring the diagonal.

In

fact, to begin I posc4 this problem for three particular rectangular objects in the classroom.
I encouraged measurements and hunches.

My aim was to show them, what is to me very striking, how a line
of mathematical reasoning can be used to solve a

physical problem,

.5.
I wanted. to (somehow) wean them from physical objects and

measuring to imagined "idealizations" and reasoning, and to lead
them through a statement and proof of c 2

--:: a

2

2

+b

.

toy attempt was clumsy, naive, inadequate. But an approach like

this should be tried again. Perhaps starting with the 3-14-5

triangle. Perhaps working more with squares. Perhaps starting
by telling what the formula is.

b. _Proolls.2...r.,iathel,_.Lna:acassaing.

I feel strongly that a proof that doesn't convince is not worth
much.

Practice in proofs and mathematical ways of talking and reasoning

should begin as early as possible.

It should be made clear that whatts put in or
left_out in writing
down or telling a proof is very much a matter of convention - the

standards of the times or the particular classroom._
Proofmaking is a mathematical skill which should be learned along

with the others. Number theory and inequalities seem natural

areas to do this in at an early age.

c A satisfactory treatment of area.
This is my main goal and I am still far from it. But .I have learned
some things.

I think the measure theory should be faced up to. There is much
that can be done. And there are many interesting basic problems

that can be tackled..
The problem, of course, is to demonstrate the existence of an

area function which has all the properties it's supposed to have.

-6
I would like to distinguish.two kinds of difficulties that arise
in trying to do thi.s.

ti)

There are problems of approximation. Two things have the

same area if you can approximately cut one up and rearrange

the pieces to form the other. Infinite processes are involved. If you try to compute the area of a triangle like

this

then you have to sum

In dealing with such questions it may be good, at first,
to emphasize inequalities and bounds rather than equalities.

Start with the concept - one region is smaller than another

if it can be cut up and reformed to fit inside it.
Utter such a discussion Bo 'yells Theorem on cutting up

triangles is especially striking.)

(ii) The other kind of problems are like this.

Take a square.

Cover it with fine graph paper whose lines are parallel

to the sides of the square. Count the number of boxes which
bit the square. Now put the graph paper dom some other way
and count again. The answers will be about the same. ET _lain

this.

-7Related problem.

Take a 1 by 1 square and cut it up into pieces

that can be rearranged to form a rectangle.

Then the lenghts of

the sides of that rectangle will a1-way satisfy the relation
a,,b = 1.

Prove it.

(1 .e0

Show why.) (In particular, shoer why if the

rectangle is a square, it will again be a 3_ by I square.)

These are extremely interesting facts which ane not visually
evident (though they can easily be checked empirically) and are
basic to understanding area.

This is the approach to area I suggest. I think it can be taught
and learned.

In the npostulationaln approach to area such questions are avoided
with such success that most people I've talked to find it hard
(often. impossible) even to understand the questions.

I had this

experience last summer with a group of college graduates . math-

ematics majors - who were preparing to teach geometry. This
surprises me even less now that I have looked through a number

standard

of the

works on measure theory and found these matters

either absent (which is fair enough), faked, or hidden in the
exercises.
d.

Infinite zpprocesses

approLIcimation .

Approximation has to come up . in decimals, in area, in fact,
beginning with division.
...

The problems on infinite processes are fascinating. Work can

begin early -

- How many numbers are there?

8
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By tray of illustraion here is a list of questions I once used

to begin a project on infinite processes with tallith grade
class at the Commonwealth School.
1.

2,4,6,81

2.

0 + 0 + 0

3.

1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1

4.

1 +1 +1 +1

5.

3

1

+

2
7.

+,

+ 3

16
6.

vhat comes next?
= ?

-1

+,

100

1000

1

+

+

=
+

3

+

2 r 23

=

+...

3

Row
+ 1

2'

+...

+1
=

iIs there a number N such that

+2

+

1

+

1

+

t

1

3 ?

N

Do you think there is an N such that

1+1+ 1+1
3
8,

+ , +

4

1000

0 ?

N

About how big do the numbers

1 +

1

+

1

3A+ so. +

1

a-IIop

get as you take n bigger and bigger?

9.

Try

adding up the sums

32
with more and more terms.
terms?

-

-

What hzppens when there are many

Is the sum always positive? Always negative?

Sometimes positive and sometimes negative? About how big
does it get to be?
10.

Can an infinite region have only a finite amount of area?

( I do not include a report of this project here.)
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Before the 1st meeting, I gave out a set of problems, to be worked.

on at home, and then handed in.
i)

The problems were:

to get an idea of how they thought about geometric objects
and -what they knew about them (very, very roughly).

ii) to get them primed, i.e. to give thee: an idea of what we would

be doing.

iii) (hopefully) to find some interesting leads.
Their answers were more or less what I expected and I won't comment
on them in any detail here.

I enclose two sample rfplies.

SO'iE PROBLEMS

Here is a square (approximately. )

Which side is shortest? Measure it.

Is there a. square smaller than the tip of a needle? Could you measure it?
Is there a square bigger than the earth?
Can you make a square that is more accurate than my square?

By the way, what is a square? A circle?

Make a circle (out of something) that surrounds just as much space as my
square.

How long is your circle across?

How long is it around?

Finally, make a circle that is just as long around as the square is.
long around is that?

How

FinallY, 'Peke a circle that is just au long around as

square is.

How long amand is that?
How long is this circle across?

P.S.

Try to finish this circle.

Find the center and measure the radius.

ii

Pupil: K. Creighton
THE ANSWER TO SUE OF YOUR PROBLEMS

No sides of a square are shorter or longer. A square has equal
sides.
There ere squares everywhere that you can't see (like a point). You

can not measure it. There is a square bigger than the earth. There are
an infinite number of them land them and their made from the CO number

of planes, and + lines. I can imagine one that is perfect square: but
you can not see it.
A square has 11- line setgients that endpoints only meet two other

endpoints. A square is not a circle because a circle is just one perfectly
round closed curve: and has no end-end.

My circle

It is two in across,
Itts circumfrence is 6"
The square isntt round
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lst Meeting
To begin we picked out 3 large rectangles in the classrocra: 2 large

windows and a table-top.

I announced that I had a "method" whereby if I knew how long two
(adjacent) sides of one of the rectangles were I could, by doing scme
figuring with pencil and paper (without looking at the rectangle any more),
figure out how long the diagonal was.
I asked if anyone else thought they could. do th5\s. Several said yes.

After a brief discussion it turned out :that what they meant was that if
they knew how long 2 adjacent sides were they could also tell how long the
_opposite sides were. I explained again what I prcpoE.:ed to do (determine

th,. length of the diagonal) and this time everyone seemed to catch on.
No one said he could do

it

I proposed the following "experiments". With a yardstick several
children measured the sides of the 3 rectangles . I drew pictures of the

3 of them on the board, not at all precise, but at least preserving their
relative shapes. I marked the appropriate lengths.

411.
53"

45"

$8 f"

21"

A

45"

72"

We did the following. Two children measured the diagonals with

0.,

and a ,yardstick.- I worked. with pencil and paper, via the Pythagorean
,
FOrm,ula*....And the other members of the class thought about the problem,
.

looked at the objects, and tried to figure out the answer.
ior

When we had all finished (the measurers had some trouble with the

string stretching) I recorded the results on the board.
Only a few children had answers.
A

1.

Student's

2.

Answers

98

B

C

55A-

81i

66

9o-2

.r.pfto.. -....0.4......r3.ersummesioresswew.11.
65
9O

76
Me

t

5.

69

49+

(This was a guess)

7308
reprIls

Measured

6.

67

1.9

741Nearao........11M.N1011.11MOM.MI01.0"..4111.111.0=111.111

4 was a guess. 2 and 3 had added the sides.

I pointed out and every-

one seemed to see inraediately, that this was clearly too big..
I was Scotty's method. She judged with her eye and estimated the

length of the diagonal as the horizontal side plus half the vertical side°
We pursued her idea. Her answers were pretty close to the measured

results.
First I pointed out that her answers depended on which way we looked
at the objects. If we rotate them by 900 and apply her method then the
answers change and in fact become quite inaccurate.

There was a lot of action at this point, various attempts to fix the
method. Someone (was it Scotty?) suggested modifying it to be the long

side plus half the short side.

This saved B and C. The answer for A

got worse (ccrapared with the measured result and mine) but not too much
worse.

I thought it interesting that the answer got worse only for the

more square-like figure A; several children seemed to think this curious too.

Sol to fix our attention on one aspect of this problem I assigned for a
homework problem to check Scotty's method. for a square. That is, to find

or construct several squares at home and to compare Scotty's method against

r

the mea. SUred result.

There was surprisingly (to me!) little discussion about the fact that
a answers were so close to the measured ones - (which was the main point
I wanted to impress them with). I see now that this was principally due

to the way I handled. the situation. I treated the method as an adult
secret - "not for children" my manner probably said.. I openly avoided

explaining what I was doing (to leave open the possibility that we would

eventually "discover" it in class). This approach (which was not particale.rly calculated on my part) contained the seeds of subsequent failure.

In eifect, I challenged them. We chose sides. I had my "method ".

They

measured.

Only one boy asked about what I had done (just after the results were

tabulated). lie wondered. if I had done something like make a scale drawing
.

on ray paper and then measured it. I told him that I hadn't done any

measuring and made a mental note to try to pursue the ides of sgalmg and

simila. ity ..later on. Surprisingly, it never came up again, (except briefly
on the Nery next day). Yet this is a basic point to .work one To understand
.

I

that they: only, have to do it for one :member of any class: of 'similar -rec-:
Jr

tangles.
,

;

't

.

t

t,

.

.2C!

"

,

'

rrs

2nd. Meeting

homework. They found that Scotty's
had
done
the
Four children
they
measurement gave very close ansiiers for the squares

method and

tried.

That's a problem.
(Where did they get squares? I'm really not sure.
and cut them out. But getting those right
drew
them
on
paper
I think some
angles can be haxd.)
Some of the results were (I've lost one)
Diaeforts1

Diagonal

Side

1.

2"

2-7/8"

2.

1"

1-3/4"

?,

1-1/2"
3"

2-5/8"

3.

(Scotty's Method)

worked pretty well.
the
method.
feeling
was
that
The general
2" on a side looked.
for
a
square
2-5/8"
measurements
The 2-7/8" and
about it? This caused. lots of
curious to say the least. I asked, what
measuring, they said. I tried
mistake
in
have
been
a
unhappiness,. must

of the squares themselvess of how
question
of
the
accuracy
to raise the
angles? Wouldn't inthose
right
What
about
square they really were.
This who3s .discussion didn't
the
result
off?,
. '
there
also
throw
accuriLcy
faith .that,:#y maehine7eut
toltejihave
great,
;
I
think
settle anything
,

aike.

that 16010

-

^

7 angle

is; one.
7'4' ,
,

;

"

:

.

.2;

Scotty!k-Pet.11$,, I, Ossib

f

:xidqed.-the',4',411eF4tc;?4:;.'-...

.

+7,

10,

WY:f Y'

t'7?:

aoi,214t 61;'rfg% t.'111..e.`;:dijierepa.ncy,

yetw*eep%,-;bh.,e-,13.134
;.

=

4 --4.,?..;14.,,''b,.

,

:p

A*?

-ti
"dterimente3.-errors 1)..,..^.Ny in en on
1;.,

;

.4

_positie.this-question.:wal.,
e
'S
., .,,,
,
tcitrov_e: that
bad'
ina.thetaatiOki.'-'reaplOiaiziii;:;:
I
.
'toward 'abstract,.
was 'another blunder .on my part,':
"

'";:f

11,

`'71:"

'

-

-r`

":

.1.

.

1.

.;

method Was2wrong. (though close).-1.:

.t

law that her (Scotty's) method.
'Piincipally,
they
reasons.
the following
must know it's wrong.
with mine during the 1st meetings so 2
didn't agree

.

-.15)--

Why pretend.? Why play innocent? Secondly, it has such a negaive quality.

Here am I with w. "secret" adult formula proving that one of the children's
formulae is wrong. No matter how positively

/

spect it was a bad. business.
.Anyway, I di.d. it.

I tried. to put it, in retro-

I drew the following diagram on the board.

1

I

I waited for ideas. One boy made it into this

but that led nowhere. So I led them through some rearloning. First I
attached. labels.

I argued: --by Scotty's method b =
Scotty's method.,

a=

3

a.

a; so d = u.; so, again by

9 a, a contradiction.
= gaq

Some bought this; others asked "What's a '? So I did it with a = 1.
Then they wanted to try a= 2. Instead, I set a = J'e (one of the boys),
drew a wavy square,

and did it again,
As I mentioned. before, this didn't come off.
Also, notice how far away we seem to be from our original problem.

3rd Meeting
Something new has been added; Richard brought in the Pythagorean
Formula,

c

='/

He "got" it from the sister of a friend.

He tried it on several rectangles and found it worked very nicely.
What do I do? I was well aware beforehand of such an event possibly

coining to pass. Still I had no plan. I'm afraid my look and manner
suggested to Richard. that he

had done something

wrong - which he hadn't.

At any rate, I asked. Richard. if he thought the \Formula was exact

(whatever that means), where the friend's sister had gotten it from, why
he believed her (why not?, of course), how it might have been 'dicovered
(trial and error, he said).

Roger

and Scott also had a new formula (the same, but independ

Long side lus a quarter

Rather than follow this up, I suggested

they try on their on to apply the reasoning of the previous meeting to the

new formula and

see what happened.

(Significantly,1 realize now, I didn't

suggest this to Richard).
Instead I drew the square again and tried to see if we could get any
positive results by reasoning.

d = diagonal
S

Nothing happened.

So I improved. the picture, thus,

trying to make a square based on the diagonal.
David had a good idea and drew it as follows:

My picture looked bad.

Extend this line

)

-....-_.and this one
Then draw

using the lines as
guides
I

teacher, gave the
After a short discussion (in wh:ch Mr. Waring, the
key idea) we got
Area of small sgua-o = i area c4 big salare

surprise, no one seemed
At this point I thought we were home; but, to my
(

1

of side s (or d).
to have learnt the formula for the area of a square
It turned out, we didn't get back to this for a while.

As

But actually they

2 is 4, of side 3 is 9,
did know that, e.g. the area of a square of side

of side 1 is 4, etc.

It was the "s" that threw them.

Abstract symbols have to be introduced, but there are gcod and bad

ways to do it.

I

nth Meeting.
-Still responding to Richard and his Pythagoy.tean Formula (Note: He
OP

didn't know it "by name" and I never said "Yes:

a list of possible f'ormaae. For b

s

a, I

1.

a+b

2.

a +2

(Scotty's)

3

a+

(Roger & Scotty)

4.
5.

b
1-7,

try)

( Richard & Pynagoraa)

b

+

a

(Our fir

-

I came in with

4,

8 0,3

3 b6
48 :5

(Me, via the binomial series,

first 4 terms)

I drew a big chart with these formula matched against some of our
previously measured rectangles.

It was unwieldly, the algebra was a

little hard. (and too fast) for them, and there was much too much on the
board. to have to look at. Richard and Pybhagoran won, and no one cared.
We went back to our square. But the

was '.:;!..me only to ask them:

What is area? 'In particular, what is the area of a square?

-pome More Problems

These were done for hcraawork before the fifth muet4..ng, The first

3 were exercises involving arithmetic and algebra that came up.
The last 3 were to get or into area The responses were not

particularly interesting.
i

\

1

SOME MORE PROBLEMS

1.

Which is bigger, =7

32

23

9

or 100

41
T.;

1 or 2 ? 3027 or 3028 ? a ore, +l.
3

--6.9g

TO

b

b

1

???

What are your reasons?

2.

Find a number a such that a,a is between

6. :Find another number

5 e.nd.

b such that b.b is between l2 and 2L-.
3.

What is y.,t

A

???

4.

What is the area of a square whose side is

5.

What is the area of a square whose side is 1/3" ? 2/5" ?

6.

Which one has the most area?

-Fs

The least?

?

Fifth Meeting

It began with a question related. to a homework problem.

a = 1?
board)?
(and.

'Why was

That is, why doesn't it all "cancel out" (get erased from the
I always find. it difficult to reply to a negative interrogative,

was tempted to say "when you multiply, 3. is the zoro"),

Instead,

I just passed.
We -worked on area.

It turns out they've had son..: classroom ex-

perience with it before (at least, some of them. have)

and. rcmlly

seem to

understand. well what they know.

I put a rectangle like this

1

on

3area
the board. They said the
is 6.

I asked why. They told me.

went to the board. and made a grill,

and explained"

3

6 unit squares.

They could also do:

''1
j 1 72_
I

V,

breaking up a unit square itself into 14, subsquares.
1

100,000

on a

side and they

did it.

I tried a square

They understand
this.
Arem.em.r;"11W
_

_

David

.-e

Chuck suggested using a canon denominator to determine how to

subdivide the general rectangle. Good. idea. (But I note that quite
reasonably, they think, indeed they "know" without thinking, that
numbers are rational. I plan a surprise for them -

all

later.)

[Note: For some reason ny tense changes here

I go to the other extreme now and ask about the area of an irregular

figure. I draw something like this.

That is its arca? How do you find it? Two methods are offered.
1. (Either Alix or Farlen). Place a string along the perimeter.
Reshape it into a square. That square will have the same area.
2.

(Chuck).

Fill it up with squares inside and add. There's some

problem with the edges.
We discuss 1 which arouses lots of interest. One girl gets up to the

board with a string, I suggest that it doesn't look light for a long thin
recta-gle, but this idea, is not picked up.
We discuss 2. What about the edges? They're curved. Someone suggests
cutting up unit squares into curved pieces to make it fit exactly. His

plan is to cut one (or maybe a few) unit square up into pieces like
and use them to cover the edge.:

,

I point out (and. he realizes) that he

must use all the pieces he cuts and we see that it is highly unlikely that
this will work.

6th Meeting.
We begin by comparing again the two ways suggested. for determining

the area of a curvy region. This time I drew one like this.

Alix sees that her method (1.) won't work. She has a good. idea,

Namely; if (1) were right, then the figure above and the one below
(gotten by a "flip") would have the same area.
1"

But this is larger

C

Sticks out
11/46.."4"YVC

Some felt this was a paradox, that the same string can determine
different areas. I passed..
Then I posed the isoperimetric problem: How do you form a region

with the biggest area? (Using a fixed. piece of string.1
Immediately there were two answers: circle, square. We kicked this

around a while. Then I simply told them that the answer was a circle,

and tried to show heuristically why it couldn't be a square. I argued
(with pictures) that if you push in the corners slightly, and then pull

out the sides, you'll increase the area.

Then I left this and went back to the question of the for
for
the area of a square. It turned out (in the 5th meeting) that they dia
know this after all. Namely (side) 2.

Fran here we moved quickly and easily through our Pythagorean
relation for a square. We got d2 = 2s 2
We wanted d,

I said O.K. given s, what's d? We tried s=15, aLd got
2
d = 4514 We tried various numbers for d.
Got 21 ..<d.212. Class

unsatisfied. We tried s=3. Got Ii-<d<14---. Class frustrated. Finally,
I suggested., let's try s=1. So the problem is d2=2. What is d? First
responses 2, cleared the air. did = 2,

Iniat is d? 1.1=1. 1 is no good.
Neither is 2. Neither is 12 (Scotty?s old. formula). Neither is It
Class furious.

I said "There is no answer". Then I went through the usual proof

that -11lis irrational.
symbols, second

They were snowed. First.

by the logic of the argument (proof by contradiction),

third by new ideas involving even and odd:

odd

I

14

by the use of abstract

A2

is odd if and only if A is

7th Meeting,

This was a highly unsatisfactory meting. I tried to "patch vp" the

proof that

is irrational, First we discussed odd. and evens We defined

even as 2n (n whole) odd as ( 2m+1) (m whole). We worked on even x even,

odd + odd = even, etc. There was great trouble working out (a + 1)

(a+2)

= itra2

11m+1.

They were clearly not ready for this,
A long "Ijust don't understand" question from Chuck provided an interlude and then we went back to an equally unhappy discussion of (again)

-V-2 is not rational. It still does/lit go.
I am very sad (and. mad).

Or.

pz9

8th Meeting.

After the last meeting, I
them that

i E

had

a good idea...a decent

vay- to show

cannot possibly be rational. (See the section

"

2 is

not rational".)
dd
They find the case 1 Oda
da hard. It involves the fact that (even)2
is divisible by 4 but twice an odd is note But they definitely seemed

to believe the first two cases

odd

ven
(which are easier) and
eh,
even
there was no problem about disposing of even
odd

At the endn I asked again: How do you explain this?
They said - you can only approximate it. One boy said
- You must
measure to find out exactly.
What to do????
(Notice how far 'way we seem to be from our original problem)

Se
9k. Meeting.

Two boys are pretty excited and. pleased, They have gotten the
Pythagorean Formula from an older friend..

Aftz-,,r a short discussion they agree the± it is just the same as the

one Richard. has brought in earlier. (Richard meanwhile has forgotten hiso)
I asked. them if the formula is right. They seem to have no idea.
Then I show them, that for a &pare, it agrees with the formula

we derived in class.
Someone suggested that since To had so much trouble with squares (i.e.

Since d = V 28g"- = V

usually didntt "come out even") we confine
attention to rectangles which aren't squares.
S

allx

Or try s=3 someone else said. s = 1 is too hard. I pointed out that
we had already tried. s=3. We let it go at that.

The day before, at my request, Mr, Waring had reviewed the number line

with the class. So I now sketched. a number line on the boa.rd and marked

off -/roughly in place.
There seemed. to be

no question thatla is legitimately there on the

number line. That they took in stride. KI so they seemed convinced. (or

least accepted.) that-Nr-ris not rational.

at

O.K.

What about representing it as a decimal? Sure. I briefly and
sloppily reviewed decimals in terms of marching along the number line: unit

sized steps, 1/10th sized. steps, etc. Everyone seemed. with it. I wrote
1.43....zir2(e.3...42. Still O.K.
And that's where the trouble started.. I dontt remember how but
somehow I referred to the fact that the decimal expansion is always infinite.

ti

That

2734..0means you've only figured it out wom;xinately and. that

.2734 means

0

27340000,..(with zeros

forever).

This caused great consternation.

Even 1/3 = 03330 .,which they "know ".

To them dccinal notation is part of what Mr. Waring calls "Nhin Street
mathematics ".

Decimals stop. And things like 933 1/3 are comon,

ended the class with a discussion about .9990000(nines forever)
tried to convince them
they agree it's

it represents the same number as 100000..

11 and by subtracting, that

t4

difference between

1 and it is less than .0..0.01, no matter how many 0's you put in.

There were 3 responses to this.
a,

A blank face

b.

1.00000090

-

.99990..

= 0

but they would go no further.
Co

140000oo

09999 o = 000eaftelee01. 1

infinitely many 0's then a 1.

Peter asserted (c) saying something like, "I can't help it.
just how it is."

That's

3--

1011 Meeting.
_

.......

14r. Waring had a memo on ray desks The day before he had asked. the

kids to make a square with area 2. Some tried. side li- or :4. Only
Scotty thoaght to use what we had been doing.

To begin I wrote on the board

"If 1/3 = .3333...and if
.33330...

x3

.99990.00.

and if 1/3u3 = I then ???"
(Complete the sentence)

I had them copy this down, Someone murmured "Now I see why .9999....
is 1"0 I suggested. working on this at hc.me, not discussing it in class.

(I wanted. to get on with area,)

Next, I draw a rectangle on the board

14

(I am never very accurate, except with circles.)

and said, "suppose it's broken into 2 pieces like this"

.........m.a...............eaoremwerwssowwwwwwamoilv,..MOW.4.

They said "call them A and B".

Chuck said, "Let's break them with a squiggly line". But I said let's

keep it simple at first.

.- %J..)

,

I asked, "suppose the 2 pieces are in 2 different countries and we
want to figure out the whole area."
They:

"Area A + Area B = Area R". Also someone observed that since

B contains 2 adjacent sides if you have just it alone you can determine

the area of R.
Is 'hat about finding the area of B alone I asked, and began filling
up B by squares (littler and littler). They stopped me, saying there
i

was an easier way. David. went to the board and broke B up neatly into

a few rectangles and triangles. That:would do it, they said.

I modified the pieces a bits to

and tbA4r mulct atill do it. (Same way.)

Jeff suggested filling it up by

11,..1

is

3.

then cutting up
much was used."

10I

ts

to fit into the irregular parts and "see how

I didn't push him on this. (This kind of idea came up in

the 5th meeting too.)

:Korb I broke the rectangle in 3 like this

Again they said: Area A + Area B ÷ Area C = Area R.

(They're quite at ease with symbols for "objects": mwt 3e,...2smikkrAv
numbers,.

They handled this setup just as before. Namely, they broke the

pieces up into triangles and rectangles.
Then I took ttp Chuck's suggestion and. made the cuts wiggly.

I began filling A with squares. Jeff suggested his method again to

fit pieces at the edges and tried it at the board. Hese! d (as in the
5th meeting) that you couldn't expect it to work exactly
Chuck said "who cares about an inch?" and we 10.cked this around a

while. I suggesed that it might matter, depending on the problem.
Someone said that a scientist who wasn't exact enough might wind up with

the wrong result.

It was agreed that you could get as close as you like by Chuck's
.

method (or Jeff's). But it will never end. - they said
I went back now to the case of a tria.ngle,

and asked how they would find its area. David got up, turned it upside

down, and (laid - it's easier to work with right triangles. So he dropped
the perpendicular

and said that for a right triangle the area is a,b, because (he said)
2

11:

i

-, -,._
b

1,.........a.-..................inft. ...von

0-

is half of

a.
........,..........................01.....r.1

b

Note: Throughott the discussion there was a running argument about 'whether
the figures were drawn acurately. Some were quite botherod. Others said,
"Who cares? You're rappose.d to imagine it

This happened often.

Fine. Then I asked.: Just E222s..4.2 I didn't happen to think of the

idea that a right triangle is half a rectangle. Coad I still do it by
filling it (approximately) With squares (or rectangles ),
I think the question annoyed them since they had already shown me how

to find the area and felt that was that. Neve:otheldss, I began filling in
rectangles.

They agreed. this was O.K. in principle, but was really a poor idea,
because "it wouldn't come out exactlyift,

Perversely, I continued and said that by putting 2 such triangles
together this would give us another way to work out the area of the

rectangle. Humoring me, they agreed. But why not just do a.b?
Not I drew a rectangle on the board

Ct.

wrote Area = a.b and reminded them that the reason t1.4 had given was "you

fill it up by unit squares."

Iii

...

,.-z ...

Then we carefully worked out an exurb' e
r...0..Wer/.40v.ww+1

.2.

'13

3 14
After a bit of trouble a good carton denomina.tor (12) was found
and. they 'worked it oat to be 23 x 39

1/12 x 1/12 scia.r-zes = 1092

1/12 x 1/12 sauare..se After a litble confusion they saw that it took 1411.
/

3.092
3./12 x 1/12 squares to cover a unit square and got irivi:
as the answer.

Chuck suggested another way. Tgrite 2 1/3 = 2 + 213, 3?--i = 3 ÷ 4--.

"Make the picture
'Li

[III-

..,,......_.__._..._._._.__f........,tr.te,

4...._

--- s----*

and do each piece separately"

(In writitg up this roport I see now that throughout the meetings Chuck
has malyttained a very consistent epproach to area, It's always "filling

in the edges".)

llth Meeting.
We reviewed the end of the last meeting and continued that
discussion.
I now posed - work out the area of

'

3

by the sane reasoning about unit squares. I'm not
ure whether they
actually saw (after I tried to explain it) or just ii sensed" that
it
wouldn't come out - since ncrwas not expressible as
a fraction.

Mainly, their reaction was negative,
George:

"en exception....impossible to have

Scott:

"We don't know 'Ire"

Jobe:

"The formula

David:

"If it's 'V you quit"

is right, but it doesn't

This negative mood was quite overwhelming.

-../7-ccme out even"

come out"

Still, I tried to push

the point that by approximating -air as closely as you like
by fractions
you could then
the area as closely as you Eke. And, that
1

the formula was correct.

Farlan: "The
Jobe:

area is 3 -Aar

"Ask a computer

- it couldn't do it either. It would never stop".
At this point I was at a dead end. I left matters
as they were and

during the remaining class time I allsomething
entirely different. Namely,
I proved. the Pythagorean Theorem.

I used the following method.

Draw
0-0

2

2

2
and work cut the area as, on the one hand (a + b)

= a

+ tab

b

and,

2

on the other hand, c2 + Z ab + 2 ab + 2 ab + z ab = c

So c

2

= a

+ b

+ 2 db.

2

Of course, the problem is 'why is the area of the big square (when
computed by formula) equal to the sum of the areas of its parts?"

But I didn't dwell anymore on it.

12th lk.:etii2g.

As for my proof of the Pythagorean Formula) last time it

as as if' it

had never happ ened,,

I began the proof again and drew a square a + b on a side

b
ct-

We spent most of the time trying lots of different ways of using

this picture, none of which worked at all.
At the end I again did the proof and worked some examples (with
particular numbers).

111

13th Meeting,

It was still as if nothing happened. So I stopped and we had a long
discussion about - what would convince them that the Pythcf.D;orean Formula
was correct?

(They could. easily follow the proof that I had given several

times - but it was clearly irrele-v-ant to them)
Various answers:
Measure.

They would believe it if the teacher told then.
Since they're tired. they would say they believe it just to end matters.

Roger said that if a friend told him he would believe
Peter and 4?-wo girls believed the reasoning. But Peter said the
crucial test for him was whether it worked when you :.,easured. (The proof
did not convince him that it must work when you measure, only that it was

in some sense, logically correct reasoning.)

We set up a test case. David measured. a, b and c for some object in
2
2
the room. Then we laboriously computed a + b and were about to embark

on

14.2 + b2

(to compare it with the measured c) when Jeff said

So we did, and compared e2 with a2 b2
(brilliantly) "Let's just square
They were wide off. The first reaction in class was that David must

have made an error in measuring.

(Evidently they want the answer to come

out.) He did. The string had stretched. He measured, gaining 3 -.3 /k" on
c and I assigned the comparison for homework.
The class ended with an argument between Jeff and Peter about 1-ihether

c uniguel

determines a and b?

Jeff said yes, Peter no. Peter convinced

him, by drawing various right triangles with the same hypotenuse on the
board. Jeff then asked. whether the area was uniquely determined..

He

i.

evidently doesn't see the general principle.

1
e

V
1)4th and 15th Meetings.

We went through arother proof of the Pythagorean Theorem, One with
no algebra. You show ey.plicitly how to cut up the 2 squares on the sides

and rearrange them to form the square on the hypotenuse. This went some-

what better.

*-X-X--31-X-X-Vrii-X***-X-X-X.X X X 7 X-H4C-7:X ag X X X-X-X-4-X, X-X-X-X.-Xi: X X X X-X-X-X-X-*

H-

I stopped. at this point. After a month I held 6 more meetings
mainly devoted to lengths and areas of circles (and pne class on
similarity).
During one session I had them write very briefly what they recalled
from the first 15 meetings. (Some responses are attached.)

I also had them, for an assignment, work out the length of the
diagonal of a unit cube and this went well.
i

ti

TABE

We tried to figure out square root of two

Something was cookoo first

we decided that the fraction had to be odd over even, when after we

figured awhile we realized that it had to be even over even. Something
was wrong, We spent about two periods trying to figure out what was

going on, then we gave up and went on to the next,

PETER

I don't remember any arguements, but the measurements seemed to prove the

reasoning right.

RACHEL

I don't remember very much. Scotty had a formula that didn't always work.

(Long side + 2 the short side.) Richard had a formula. Roger had some-

thing like Scotty's.

SCC/11.7 O'NEIL

We were trying to find. what C was in terms of A and B.

In otherwords

we were trying to make a diagonal of a square. We had all kinds of
formulae.

I had one in which one side plus half the other side equaled

the diagonal but that was too big. Another was that one side plus a
quarter of the other equaled. the diagonal but that was too small. We had.

several others. In the end we found that the square of the diagonal was two
times the side squared. All you had to find, out was that d was.

...17/4/

ALTX

Scotty's method long side and half of the short side. Her method did
not work. Method that worked:
2. For a square D2 = 2S 2
2
C2 = a + b
D=

2.S

Some other ones that didn't work
a

+b

as + bob

-A+

6

2
A + -a- b7
+

A+

b2
F.

b2

1

64

a

0

a3

62

a5
ANN' WISEMAN

The problems are that we tried to find how long a was compared to c in

the triangle. 1\re also tried to find the square root of two. We also tried
to find two squares so that they would fit in one big square.

TO REPRESTETATION OF 111.3103ERS

......_.....-......---

There are several different ways of looking at numbers mathematically.

There are the nationals as ratios of whole numbers, all numbers as points
on the number line (or as directed lengths), and decimals. The student

has to leaxn to be at home with all of these and to be able to go back
and forth from one representation to another.
A hard. problem for the stn.dent (and. one which is probably rarely

made explicit) is "which one is numbers?"

It's even hard to say in

English. I mean, decimals and points on a line certainly aren't the same

thing, so "which one of them is numbers"? Several years ago I began a class

at the Commonwealth School by saying something like "Let's take, for a
working definition, t h a t numbers are the points on a line."_One.b.oy ---

-------

objected, say that "numbers may be in one-one correspondence with the

points on a line but they certainly are not the points on a line".
Mathematicians have lots to say about this, but there is no good.
answer.

The idea which is rather sophisticated., is that lots of different

things have certain analogous properties, and those properties are what
we're studying. Some properties show up better from one point of view

(i.e. in one representation)some in another.
I say all this because the kind of geometry I have been concerned.
with - really measure theory, involves different ways of looking at numbers*
As prerequisites for this kind of work I would emphasize

Familiarity with the number line.
Decimals

Bat a wring about decimals. For computation a student has to become
familiar with manipulating "finite decimals ".

But I'm concerned ,
ations of numbers.

Thi

.

,

0..

41101.1.1,070

,.

J. a.,

I 41(11...

aboa"1 aeclnad.s as inflxilte represent-

aspect noula.

iap 4.10 and lived

with.
father than go fix.r:;ber, I v1:12. only
trca::-.r.len+ of clec!..1 alp

an

tha-., the f.V.Ivelolment of a

isclf,*

* (It could well be part of some more general study of infinite representations and approximations of numbers.)

ET.1.11-11.
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Algebra kept holdfr;; us 1:?.

1 1-

,s o;^

t::-Iings that they shou:1.6.

be familiar with beforchand.
1.

Squares and FoualiP :roots (a.orroximately).

In rarbictiaz, thn fornO.a
(a + b)1'=
2.

+

2 ab +

b2"-

Linen' operations on an equation in one unknom (i.e. multiplying

by a constant or adding a constant).
3.

That odd numbers are thoce of the form 2n + 1 and even ones those
form 2n,

4.

More generally, using letters in place of specific numbers.

Arithmetic was no problem,
(Of courseirab.en I was in grade 7 we didn't have any algebrac)

41111111101.1111.
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The one most succer.tsful thing I

of the proof that

did

2 is not 3rational,

proof, mach less elegant and, I

was to rtaa.e up a new presentation

that the usual

It's mach

much easier for

a child to grasp.

The usual proof goes like !his:

If 0'2were rational we could express

it as Ajr, where A and B

are positive integers with no common factor., 'In that\ case

2

2

( A )

so A2 = 282

= A = 2

T3

T3

so A2 is even so A is even.
0)

A2 = 2B"

so

B2

both A and. B are

Therefore A2 is diviAble by

4.

But

is divisible by 2 so B is also divisible by 2.

divisible

Thus

by 2 contrary to their having no =mon factor.

This contradiction shows that there do not exist such A and B.

This means that his not rational.
Here the logic is intricate.

One has to follow along line by line

checking that each step does follow, without knowing where you're at.

And at the end you're hit with a contradiction.
with found. this very hard to follow..

The children I worked.

The symbolism, the particular facts

about odd and even, and the 'way of reasoning were all llnfamiliar. At best

they agreed with each step. But no one really grasped it.

I

am enclosing

2 sheets which outline my presentation.

(These were

given to the class after our work on

First we tried various candidates forif-T.- The children always
expressed them in the form 1 and a fraction. To begin with they only tried.
"ruler numbers" 1-1/2, 1-1/4, 1-3/8,
1

say immediately that

2 and that squaring preserves the relevant inequality.

I encouraged them to try numbers of diffexent types:
odd
1 -0-61.37

1 even- ,

1

off
never be tried.
,

odd

even

.

It was obvious to them that 1 even
----- need
even

We got an approximation 1041

1012 and then we got tired.

2

I proposed to eliminate aB. eases, categorizing them as follows,
odd

1.
2.

1

it

3.

1

odd
odd

even

Increasing order of difficulty

even
1 ev

le

Immediately eliminated)
even + odd

odd.

eve,n

even

)2 = odd2
even-)
We-n2
oe..d

even

whole numi er

odd

=

even

4

1

(or else, odd.
2.

=

(whole number)(even) = even)

1 even = odd. + even
odd
odd

odd
odd

2
odd )2 = odd = odd / 2 (or else 0.dd = 2.odd = even)
odd
011-d2
odd)
, odd
odd + odd = even
3.
odd
odd
odd
.3.

even) 2 = even2 = even
odd
odd)
ode
For example

. Now even

can = 2.

odd

-6 = 2. We have to do better. Going back, say instead
3

But even = 2(whole number)

even)2 = even2 = even 2
odd)
-Tdr.
odd

so even2 = 11. whole number)
=

so even2 =
odd

(or else 2odd

(whole nubea.

#2

odd
=

4 (whole number) and then

odd. = 2 (whole number) = even.)

iivwhole Lumber)

This last case is admittedly hard. I would. only argue that the
advantage of this approach is that the first 2 cases axe easy and once
the student has grasped them he really knows that at leaait no number

of the form 1 odd or I even can be
even

IL"........----S1

odd

'"\C

It might also be 1Forthwhile -co run through the standard proof after

this meg

=

2.2

595

7

la

D

1

100

DO-

1+2

it must be that

:woo°

iiiOsioo

2

19881

1.5250.'

5°61

141 141

-

2

-

In decimals 1.41<D < 1.42

1 100

3-5-

Since 1 21 = 1

(1 IbUAI ITo/

C

49
25

100

= 121

-

-

tia->r:21..-):.72:.
5o1i5o

(1 )(1g)
5

2.3..

3=

8 er

2

2

10. 10
67-

=

113) -

)4.

1

)k-L7

=

1.1

2

even

asolimmpue

even

1.41011.014.

= odd
ever,

even

wiassowiral

1 odd = even + odd
=

&eV

even

= odd.

odd

odd
= even
odd

odd.

_odd± odd

odd

can always be changf-1. to one of

odd

= odd + odd

odd.

7

Di

6

5

-1.2

,3
10

1_4..

6 =
j-.6

=

odd

odd,

1.5aCi

even
even

oda.

the ones above by dividing out Os. For example:

1 evpn
even

toodd

odd.

1 even = odd. + even = odd + even

even

even + odd

111.411111111110

01110.4.1.41110011111 ..,=1

D.D = 2. What is D?

dd
= (odd )(odd )
even
even even
even

even, even

even
even)
)(1
odd
odd

odd
odd

odd
odd
Odd.00d
oddooad

-"'"""-

Ogd
odd
2

odd\

odd. Jk-L odd)

even
odd

2

or else we woad have

even
evenseven = 2.something.2.something
odd -= odj.odd
odd
odd

That

oovers all cases.

....0.11../.....MIN

So what is D ???

=11

41.M.111111.1.01

2 something,somothing = odd, but an odd cantt be 2.anything.

4 something.something = 2 odd, so

= 4 smethina.something
odd

a

odd

/180.11.1.1111,

or else the top would be twice as big as the bottom and so the top mould be
even (but it is odd.)

(1

/ 2

(There is always something left over.)

odd

odd.odd

odd
because zvin can never be a IThole number,

even

)(j..

